
MLA FORMATTED PAPER

The preparation of papers and manuscripts in MLA Style is covered in part four of the MLA Style Manual. Below are
some basic guidelines for formatting a paper.

To create a header, follow these steps: Begin one inch from the top of the first page and flush with the left
margin. It is acceptable to use another standard size, such as point or  Once you have the template opened in
Word Click "Save as" Give the file a name Under "Save as type", select Word Template Then when you open
Word, you will be able to choose a template rather than a blank document. In this situation, it is a good idea to
use a footnote or endnote to share information for parenthetical references. Pyotr Ilich Tchaikovsky,
Symphony no. Consistency Consistency in the styling of headings and subheadings is key to signaling to
readers the structure of a research project. Be sure to place tables and figures as close to the relevant part of
text as possible. Corrections and Insertions on Printouts Proofread and correct your research paper carefully
before submitting it. Use 12 point size Double space the entire research paper, even the works cited page.
Abbreviations Abbreviations are commonly used in many source types including websites, blog posts, books,
and journal articles. Paraphrases come out on top. When it comes to school and research assignments however,
the Modern Language Association prefers abbreviations to rarely be used. Electronic Submission There are at
present no commonly accepted standards for the electronic submission of research papers. In a block quote,
which is used when a large quote, of 4 lines or more, is added into a project. This ensures understanding and
avoids any confusion. Begin each entry flush with the left margin; if an entry runs more than one line, indent
the subsequent line or lines half an inch from the left margin. Two of the most commonly used fonts are Arial
and Times New Roman. Do NOT underline, bold, or type the title in all capital letters. Accessed 2 Jun. Use a
high-quality printer. Using footnotes and endnotes: The Modern Language Association generally promotes the
use of references as described in the sections above, but footnotes and endnotes are also acceptable forms of
references to use in your paper. Continue it on as many pages as necessary. MLA citations Whenever you
quote , paraphrase or summarize any information from another source such as a book , website or journal
article , you must include an in-text citation. Do not justify the lines of text at the right margin; turn off any
automatic hyphenation feature in your writing program. MLA follows specific guidelines for how to format
the labels and notes for these. Show off and demonstrate your ability to process the original information,
connect it to the content in your paper, and write it in your own individual and unique writing style. For
example: Going to the zoo; Eating at the zoo; Travelling home. Spacing MLA research paper format requires
that the entire research paper or MLA format essay includes double-spaced lines. Alphabetizing the list of
Works Cited All sources in the Works Cited list are sorted alphabetically by the author name. You should also
use hanging indents for entries that cover more than one line of text and end all entries with a period.


